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We thank Reviewer Karl W. Birkeland for his useful questions and comments on our manuscript.
Please find below detailed feedback to individual comments and questions.

Major comments:
1.

K.B highlights that: « the title of the article (and in many other places) the authors talk about
the “paths morphological characteristics”. Since this is possessive, I believe they meant to
write “paths’ morphological characteristics”. I think an even better way to write this would be
“the morphological characteristics of the avalanche paths” or “avalanche path morphology”.
So, the title could be “Weak control of snow avalanche deposit volumes by avalanche path
morphology”. I think an even better title would simply be “The relationship between snow
avalanche deposit volumes and avalanche path morphology”, but the authors can decide on
what they like the best. »
We thanks K.B. for this helpful suggestion. We will follow K.B recommendation and changes
the title to « Weak control of snow avalanche deposit volumes by avalanche path morphology ».
Also, we will change « path morphological characteristics » to « avalanche path morphology »
everywhere in the revised paper.

2. K.B. pointed out that: « the authors do not specify if whether avalanche mitigation with
explosives takes place in any of these avalanche paths. Are all the avalanches in the dataset
natural releases? Or are they all explosive triggered? Or is there some mix? This is an
important distinction that would definitely affect the results, and that needs to be clearly stated
early in the manuscript. It would also be important to note if any avalanche paths have other
defense structures, like catching dams, that might affect deposit volumes.
We thank K.B. for these important remarks. Indeed, few avalanches are preventively triggered
to protect the road network. However, according to the EPA database only 53 of the 1491
avalanches we analyzed were triggered by explosives, and removing them from the analyzed
sample does not affect our conclusions. Concerning the defense structures, a few are present in
our study area but, again, not “enough” to affect our results. One of the reasons that led us to
select this study area is that avalanche activity there is probably the most natural still existing
in the French Alps. A small paragraph will be added in the data and methodology section to

explicit these aspects: « A small part of the avalanches are preventively triggered to protect the
road network. According to the EPA database only 53 of the 1491 avalanches were triggered
by explosives. Also, few defense structures are present in the studied paths but not enough to
significantly affect our analysis. All in all, avalanche activity in the study area is among the
most natural ones still existing in the French Alps. »
3.

K.B. mentions that: « the Discussion section needs additional work before this paper is
publishable. I believe the authors should better explain their results and cite references where
appropriate. For example, the first paragraph of the discussion just lists the results without any
discussion at all. So, in the first paragraph they should explain why it makes sense that they
found relationships between path mean elevation and mean deposit volumes, and path surface
area and mean deposit elevation. It seems to me that a simple explanation is that higher
elevations typically receive more snow, so might be more likely to produce larger volumes, and
that larger surface areas provide more snow to avalanche, which would also produce larger
volumes. This is just one example, but in the attached PDF I have tried to provide other
possible explanations and I have also urged the authors to think more about their results and
how they might be able to better discuss and explain them. »
We thank K.B for this helpful suggestion. Several adjustments will be made according to K.B.
suggestions to better explain our results and improve the discussion. For example, concerning
the relationship between elevation and snow deposit volumes, we will follow K.B suggestion
and will clarify this point. Indeed, as suggests by K.B: the higher the starting zone is, the
bigger quantity of snow is available. Moreover, the higher the vertical drop is, the larger snow
may be accumulated during the flow. A sentence will be modified in the discussion section of
the revised manuscript: « In the three cases, mean elevation is retained as a relevant predictor,
which underlines the relevance of snow availability in relation to elevation concerning the
determination of deposit volumes. »

4.

K.B mentions that: « in the discussion there are some inconsistencies. Most of them are
pointed out in the attached PDF, but I will highlight one here. On line 237 the authors state
that “avalanche deposit volumes do not seem that much affected by avalanche path size”, but
on line 210 it says that one of the best simple relationships exists between avalanche deposit
volumes and avalanche path surface area. Which of these two statements is correct? »
Thanks to K.B suggestions, several inconstancies specified in the specific comments will be
corrected in the revised manuscript. Concerning the inconstancy highlighted by K.B: on line
210, we are referring to the simple relationship results. On line 237 we are discussing the
overall results, including the stepwise linear regression and neural network. Only simple
relationships show that deposit volumes are correlated to the surface area, that’s why we
moderate our statements by saying that « snow avalanche deposit volumes do not seem that
much to be affected by avalanche path size ».

5.

Finally, K.B. suggests that: « there is not a thorough discussion of the different complicating
factors that may be affecting avalanche deposit volumes but which are not covered by this

study. I can think of one such factor: The presence or absence of a big area of wind fetch to the
windward direction of the avalanche path. Having good fetch would allow for more windblown snow to be deposited in an avalanche path and would therefore increase avalanche
deposit volumes. I would imagine the authors could think of many other complicating factors
that affect avalanche deposit volumes, and that likely reduced the strength of the relationships
between path morphology and deposit volumes. It would be good to list and discuss these. »
Following K.B suggestions concerning the fact that winter deposits might show a weak
correlation with east aspects due to wind loading from westerly winds, we will add in the
revised version of the manuscript the following additional discussion: « This correlation shows
that winter deposit volumes may be influenced by prevailing climatic conditions. Specifically,
we suspect that the significant influence of orientation reveals wind impacts. Thus a prevailing
wind from the west during the winter season may cause large accumulations of snow on the
east oriented hillside, later favoring important deposit volumes. Such hypothesis remains
however speculative without direct wind measurements at high elevations. »

Specific Comments
• Line 16: I don't think you've made a strong case for the mechanical thresholds to be a primary
driving force behind deposit volumes.
We are not completely sure to understand what the referee means. However, to clarify what we
mean: we interpret the weak relationship between mean path deposit volumes and morphological
variables to be partly due the predominant control of by climate conditions (inducing variations in
snowpack characteristics) and mechanical constraints. More precisely, we suspect that the deposit
volume is connected to the mechanical thresholds involved in avalanche triggering processes, which
is primary related to the snow mass and stratigraphy. To make it simple as soon as a critical value is
reached the avalanche is released, as discussed in details in the many papers of the avalanche
community investigating in detail the complex processes involved in avalanche triggering. This
primary control by stress ration makes influence of other factors (terrain, climate) less directly
critical .
• Line 27: I am not aware of any experimental sites in Canada.
Indeed, there is no experimental sites in Canada. We will change the formulation to precise that data
was from field measurement : « Research conducted on experimental sites in Switzerland (Sovilla et
al., 2015; Kölher et al., 2018) or from Canadian, Japan and European Alps field survey (Mc Clung
and Gauer, 2018) showed weak links between avalanche deposit size, path slope and avalanche
maximum frontal speed. »
• Line 54: You should mention here if any avalanche control work is conducted on any of these
avalanche paths? Are all the avalanches natural releases? Or are some explosive triggered?
No, a small part of the avalanches are preventively triggered to protect the road. However,
according to the EPA database only 53 of the 1491 avalanches were triggered by explosive. A

sentence will be added in the revised manuscript to explicit this point : « A small part of the
avalanches are preventively triggered to protect the road, according to the EPA database only 53 of
the 1491 avalanches were triggered by explosive. »
• Line 66: I'm not sure I understand? In the previous sentence you state that the snowpack at 2740
"regularly exceeds 200 cm", but here you say that the snowpack at this elevation remains thin (90
cm). These two statments appear to contradict each other.
We did not specify that we are using mean values for the period 2003-2017. For example, the spring
snowpack is on average 170 cm but regularly exceeds 200 cm. We will modify the text to clarify
these issues.
• Line 79: I am not sure what this means? Do you mean a 1 m DEM? If not, how accurate of a
DEM was used?
We will remove meter to specify 1 meter.
• Line 85: Would this be the primary orientation? What if the starting zone is a bowl with multiple
aspects? How is the aspect determined for a path like that?
The aspect is determined via a GIS tool, each cell aspect is computed and a mean value of all the
cell values is obtained. Indeed, each cardinal direction is refrying to the global orientation of the
path. We are not yet able to provide more specific orientations. « orientation » will be replaced by
« primary orientation » as suggested by K.B
• Line 139: Here are you referring to the mean deposit volume for the years 2003 and 2004? If so,
add the word « mean ».
Yes, we will add « mean »
• Line 140: Again, is this the mean?
Yes, we will add « mean »
• Line 158: But aren't you showing a negative correlation with min slope and then a positive
correlation with max slope?
Indeed, the negative r value indicate a negative correlation, modification will be made to clarify the
sentence.
• Line 162: Which variables did you remove when doing the stepwise regressions? You said you
would remove a variable if the Pearson p>0,8 between two variables, but you do not tell us which
ones were removed.
Because of a Pearson p>0.8 between max elevation and vertical drop, we removed them when
doing the stepwise regressions. We will include the following sentence in the revised manuscript to

explicit this point: « Max elevation and vertical drop were removed as they were too strongly
correlated. »
• Line 164: Are min and mean elevation strongly correlated? Or not? Perhaps including a
correlation matrix with all the correlations would be helpful?
The correlation Matrix is present in the supplements (Supplementary Table 2). Min elevation and
Mean elevation present a Pearson p of 0.26. These two variables are not strongly correlated. We will
add the max elevation and vertical drop to the matrix correlation in the Supplementary table 2.
• Line 165: Same as above. Are these three strongly correlated to each other? It seems like they
might be?
The three slope variables are not strongly correlated, the Pearson p values are below 0.5
(Supplementary Table 2)
• Line 210: Why do you think this is the case? To me, these results make sense. We might expect to
get larger avalanche deposit volumes in avalanche paths that are higher in elevation (so typically
more snowfall) and have a larger surface area (more area for snow to accumulate before
avalanching).
These results are, indeed, intuitive; We share the same explanation: a large surface at high altitude
favors important snow accumulation and large deposits. A sentence will be modified to clarify this
explanation: « The best simple relationships were observed with path mean elevation (r = 0.51) and
surface area (r = 0.48): a large surface at high altitude favors important snow accumulation and
large deposits. »
• Line 212: Why do you think this is the case? What can you think of that might help explain this?
We think that the low value for spring simple correlation between deposit volumes and avalanche
path morphology may be due to an important control of climate conditions. However, we thought
that it was better to present this aspect of the discussion after presenting stepwise and neural
networks results and discussion. However, as suggested by K.B, we will add a sentence to discuss
this result: « This may be due to climate conditions that may strongly control spring deposit
volumes (e.g. wet snow avalanches are released as soon as cohesion drops within the snowpack due
to the apparition sufficient liquid water, and rather independently of the snow mass. »
• Line 213: Here I am missing some discussion. You have presented results in this paragraph, but
you have not discussed those results. Why do you think you found the relationships you found?
Can you guess at some possible explanations? When I read this I think it makes sense. I wold
think that winter deposits might show a weak correlation with east aspects due to wind loading
from westerly winds. Do you think this is the case? Or, do you have some other possible
explanations?
Indeed, we agree. A prevailing wind from the west accumulating snow on the east oriented hillside
may explain this correlation. Few sentences will be included to explicit this point: « This correlation

shows that winter deposit volumes may be influenced by prevailing climatic conditions.
Specifically, we suspect that the significant influence of orientation reveals wind impacts. Thus a
prevailing wind from the west during the winter season may cause large accumulations of snow on
the east oriented hillside, later favoring important deposit volumes. Such hypothesis remains
however speculative without direct wind measurements at high elevations. »
• Line 217: Why do you think this is the case? Perhaps due to snow availability at different
elevations?
We agree with your explanation, the higher the starting zone is, the bigger quantity of snow is
available. Moreover, the higher the vertical drop is, the larger snow may be accumulated during the
flow. A sentence will be modified in the discussion section of the revised manuscript: « In the three
cases, mean elevation is retained as a relevant predictor, which underlines the relevance of snow
availability in relation to elevation concerning the determination of deposit volumes. »
• Line 218: This seems unusual. Can you explain it? The reason it seems unusual is that I don't
know why East and West aspects would both be positively correlated with avalanche deposit
volumes.
A logical explanation for this result would be that the prevailing winds are either from the west or
from the east. We know for example that important storms coming from the east can cause
important snow accumulation in this study area. However, without reliable data concerning the
wind, it is not possible to validate this hypothesis.
• Line 219: Yes, this is true, but explain how solar radiation and wind affect deposit volumes.
We will change this to clarify the effect of solar radiation and wind on the snowpack with the
following sentence: « This indicates how important the solar radiation and/or the path positioning in
respect to the prevailing wind direction may be to generate the snowpack and then produce
instabilities, later influencing volume deposits. »
• Line 221: This is true, but wouldn't you expect larger volumes to be coming out of paths facing
east and southeast if your main upper air winds and storms come from the west and northwest?
Also, even though you cannot precisely define the wind direction and speed, you can characterize
the overall upper air winds which help to control those local wind patterns.
Indeed this could be an intuitive speculation. However the mean deposit volumes are similar
between east and west oriented paths. We also think the prevailing wind direction may not be the
only explanation concerning the wind influence on deposit volumes. For example, a winter storm
coming from the east may have more influence on the deposit volumes than a global west prevailing
wind. Because our data are from annual or seasonal average, we prefer not to make any overinterpretation based on shorter time periods than those considered here.
• Line 223: Why do you think this is the case? Too many other variables? Or some other cause?

We will add two sentences to clearly explain that, no matter the geomorphological variables, the
control of the deposits volume by path morphology remains weak: « Additional morphological
descriptors, such as convexity or concavity of the starting zone, could slightly improve the
predictive power of the models. However, we suspect that no matter which descriptors are used, the
control of the deposits volume by path morphology remains weak. »
As said in last part of the discussion, we speculate that the weak relationship between volume and
morphological variables may be due to a stronger influence of climate conditions than
morphological variables.
• Line 224-225: Do you have any evidence that the relationships are non-linear?
We speculate that the relationships between deposit volumes and path morphology might be nonlinear because of the non-linear process involved in avalanche triggering. This speculation seems to
be in line with the neural networks results that overpass linear models in terms of predictive power.
• Line 230: This is counterintuitive. One would think that a path that released more often would
have a smaller volume for each release. But, here that seems not to be the case? Do you have any
explanations why? Could it be that some avalanche paths are simply better situated due to local
topography to collect more snow? So, those paths both run more frequently and produce a
greater volume of avalanche debris?
Indeed this is counterintuitive, one explanation may be related to the threshold selected (about two
avalanches per year) to distinguish very active paths. This threshold would be too low to remove all
the snow in the catchment between two events. To exclude the paths that present regular purging
phenomena (and may indeed show a negative correlation between volumes and frequency), which
could reduce the mean deposit volume, the frequency threshold should be higher. Our data are too
limited to consider the paths that present regular purging phenomena.
• Line 231: What did Sovilla et al. (2010) find? Did they also find that avalanche paths that run
more often also produce bigger volumes of snow?
No, Sovilla et al. (2010) highlighted a negative correlation between deposit depth and slope angle in
the deposit area, however, they also observe a complex relationship with the frequency which itself
is determined by the slope of the path. A sentence will be modified to explicit this point: «These
somewhat counterintuitive results are in line with those of Sovilla et al. (2010) that highlighted a
negative correlation between slope angle and deposit depths, partly affected by the avalanche
activity. »
• Line 237: Just above in line 210 you state that avalanche path surface area is strongly correlated
to deposit volumes. But here you say they are not affected by avalanche path size. Which of these
two is actually correct?
On line 210, we are referring to the simple relationship results. On line 237 we are discussing the
overall results, including the stepwise linear regression and neural network. Only simple

relationships show that deposit volumes are correlated to the surface area, that’s why we moderate
our statements by saying that « snow avalanche deposit volumes do not seem that much to be
affected by avalanche path size ».
• Line 238: This seems logical to me, but you should explain why avalanches in the spring might
produce bigger or smaller deposit volumes than in the winter.
A sentence will be included to explicit the differences between winter and spring mean volumes:
« Differences in the snowpack characteristics may also explain why the winter deposit mean
volumes present more important values. Indeed the winter snowpack is less stable and prone to
large avalanche triggering. In other words, snow storms are frequent in winter and favor major
instabilities and large snow avalanches. »
• Line 238-240: I don't understand how these explain the differences in snow avalanche deposit
volumes. For this region I would assume that most zones with a similar aspect and elevation
would have a similar snow depth and stratigraphy. Thus, aspect and elevation would be indirect
proxies of snow depth and stratigraphy. Of course, there is a lot of noise in these relationships,
However, in the end I wouldn't think that snow mechanical behavior would have a dramatic effect
on deposit volumes in this area since you are working with a relatively small area. Certainly this
would be a factor if you were comparing this area to an area with a different snow climate. Can
you explain further how you think mechanical properties of snow could be affecting deposit
volumes ?
Indeed, the snow depth and stratigraphy is similar within our study area within release zones with
the same aspect and elevation. However, the snow mechanical behavior is partly defined by other
variables, such as slope, curvature, etc. The morphology of studied paths shows strong variations in
these variables , and we are using a particularly large dataset of 1450 avalanches. So, it is logical
that even for close release elevations and aspects there is a strong variability in deposit volumes
reflecting the influence of mechanical variables involved in the avalanche triggering.
• Line 245: While it is true that climate conditions will affect avalanche volumes, I don't see how
this can be applied to your work. In your study you use a group of 77 avalanche paths from the
same area. So, changes in climate should - mostly - affect all the paths similarly. Thus, one
would still expect to see that the avalanche path morphology would have a more significant
impact on the deposit volumes. Of course, there are many complicating factors and this is likely
why the strength of your relationships is relatively weak.
We thank K.B for these important remarks. We agree with you, changes in the climate should vastly
affect the paths similarly. Indeed, many factors may explain our weak strength of our relationships.
That’s why we propose to extend our approach by investigating both the meteorological and
morphological variables and extending our study area. We will modify the outlook section of the
discussion to emphasize the importance of extending the study area: « Our approach should
therefore now be extended to simultaneously take into account the control of deposit volumes by

morphological and meteorological variables on a wider study area, and how these controls evolve as
climate change goes on. »
However, we are speculating that even minor changes in the climate, caused by differences in
elevation and aspect, can cause major instability in the snowpack, later influencing the deposit
volumes.
• Line 249: I was wondering why you did not attempt to look at how different meteorological
factors affected avalanche deposit volumes. Did you feel that was beyond the scope of this
paper?Even something simple like looking at total snowfall recorded at one of the weather
stations and whether or not yearly changes were - or were not - correlated with yearly changes in
deposit volumes would be interesting. And this would be a first step in figuring out how climate
change might affect avalanche deposit volumes.
We totally agree with you, and we are currently working on analysis based on meteorological and
geomorphological variables. However, as said before this is a complex point because of many
interconnected factors. That is why we thought it was beyond the scope of this paper.
Minor corrections and typographical errors identified by K.B has been corrected.

